Finding the right college can take years off your life.
We’re giving them back.

10+ WAYS TO
GET A feel
FOR COLLEGES
without visiting!
Find great fits
without the trips.
ONLINE COLLEGE PREP COURSES

Click to learn about The College Search Bootcamp!
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BEFORE YOU START
You are about to save time and get a feel for a college
without visiting it. Wonderful! Superb! This is what you've
been looking for!
BUT WAIT! Before you open the next page, there is
something very important you need to do:
Ask yourself what you want to learn about.
Don't bother reading the next sentence until you have a
clear idea(s) of what you want to learn about college life.
Seriously, if you are reading this and you have not
answered that question, we are obligated to warn you that
you may waste seemingly endless hours trolling social
media and online websites.

4

If you want to do that for fun on your own time, by all
means, but don't say we didn't warn you!
All joking aside, have fun.

Possibilities await.

Click to learn about The College Search Bootcamp!
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How to Use This Guide
1

Briefly review all the ways you can learn about
colleges. Do not try to use them all right away.

2

Use the 'Best For' section to choose the most
relevant resources for your search.

3

Select 1-2 of these resources to try. Research a
few colleges using these methods and see
which provide the best information for you.

4

If you want, try out the other methods until
you find those most helpful to you. Continue
to use to your heart's content!

2

Bonus

Click on the blue text to go directly to
linked resources!

Click to learn about The College Search Bootcamp!
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College Search Resources Cheat Sheet
Virtual Tours
Best for: simulated view of campus and quick info.
School Sites
Best for: in-depth view of school's academic offerings, financial
info, and student groups.
Student Media
Best for: hot topics or events on campus. Learn what students are
talking about; gain insight into the culture.
College Representatives
Best for: Getting answers to questions in person. Finding out
what the school is looking for.
College Fairs
Best for: Quickly learning about multiple schools at once and
building relationships for the future.
Alumni in Your Community
Best for: Getting personal insider info from people who may be
more willing to give you a balanced view.
Local Interviews
Best for: Showing interest in a school, getting personal
information, and building relationships.
Professor Feedback
Best for: Learning how real students rate the level of instruction
from professors on campus.
Click to learn about The College Search Bootcamp!
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College Search Resources Cheat Sheet
Databases
Best for: Organizing and aggregating info on finances, student life,
and programs from many schools.
Reflecting on Previous Tours
Best for: Students who already visited 1+ colleges or have any
nearby where they can tease out preferences.
YouTube
Best for: Students who want to immerse themselves in the action
and learn visually.
Facebook
Best for: Students who want to connect with people or
institutions and ask questions.
Instagram
Best for: Seeing in and around campus, learning about students
at the school and keeping up with highlights.
Snapchat
Best for: Quick peeks at student life and highlights.
Twitter
Best for: Easily following big issues and events around campus.
Keeping up with the dialogue.
Reddit
Best for: Asking questions and following college threads about
topics you care about.
Click to learn about The College Search Bootcamp!
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1
Tour Virtually
Virtual tours are unsurprisingly
the most comparable to a real
tour. They guide you through
the campus, giving you a sense
of what you might find walking
around.
Besides visual appeal, they
usually include helpful info
about admissions or events.
You can find virtual tours on
college websites or check out
several at once on:
CampusTours
YouVisit
YouniversityTV

Best For

A simulated tour
of campus and
quick interviews
or info.

Tip

Combine the
virtual tour with
social media and
personal
conversations to
get a good
overview,
quickly.

Click the blue text to go
straight to resources!
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2
Investigate School Sites
As expected, these are riddled
with helpful information and
photos to give you a lay of the
land.
While there, check out:
Academic departments
Study abroad
Student life
Dorms and campus views
News about the school
Clubs and activities
Sports and the arts
Admissions info
Financial aid
Employment / internships
Get more tips at Mining for
Gold on College Websites

Best For

In-depth view of
the school's
offerings.

Tip

If you're quickly
trying to select
colleges from
many options,
pick out the top
3-5 criteria and
look those up for
each first. Then,
deep dive into
the rest later if
you want to. See
the database
section to
aggregate and
analyze data.
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3
Browse Student Media
Student newspapers can tell
you a lot about the major issues
and exciting happenings on
campus. Better yet, you can
usually find them on the
college's website.
Check out a couple articles (and
editions) to get an idea of what
students are talking about on
campus.
What events are happening
around campus?
Are there any major issues
up for discussion?
Do you feel that this is a
school and student body you
could engage with?

Best For
The hot topics
and events on
campus.

Tip
Remember,
there are always
multiple sides to
a story. If there is
a big issue up for
debate, the
newspaper will
likely publish
articles from
different angles.
Don't base all
judgement on
one article and
see how other
colleges respond
to the issue!
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4
Talk to College Representatives
The great news is, many high
school counselors arrange for
college representatives to visit
students at their school.

Best For

If there are schools you want to
learn more about (and if you
know others share the interest)
ask your counselor or visit
college websites to contact local
admissions representatives.

Tip

When meeting, make sure you
bring questions to focus on the
areas that matter most to you.
If they come to your class, don't
be shy. Introduce yourself. They
may be able to answer
questions down the road as
well.

Getting answers
to questions in
person.

Listen for clues
to help you
determine if the
college is a good
fit, but don't take
their word as
gospel. They may
know their
college quite
well, but they
don't know you.
Learn from
them, but
research on your
own as well.
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5
Conquer College Fairs
Colleges also send
representatives to college fairs
to introduce students and
parents to their school.
Your counselor should know
about upcoming college fairs,
but you can also check
out nacacfairs.org.
Find out which colleges will
attend and plan to hit your top
priority colleges first but leave
time to browse other options.
Prepare your questions in
advance and take advantage of
the onsite resources like
information sessions and
counselors!

Best For
Quickly learning
about multiple
schools at once
and building a
relationship

Tip
Don't waste
anyone's time.
Ask questions
you cannot find
easily online. Ask
for their business
card and give
your contact info
if you want to
learn more.
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6
Reach Out to Your Community
Connect with students and
alumni from your college.
Reach out to those you know or
ask friends, peers, teachers,
counselors, and parents to
introduce you to alumni and
current students. There are
probably more people than you
realize right in your network.
You can also use social media
(see section 10 for detailed tips)
to find connections.
Try to get a couple of people at
different points in their journey.
A freshman has a different
perspective than a graduating
senior and an alumnus.

Best For

Getting personal
insider info from
people who may
be more willing
to give you a
balanced view.

Tip
Start by saying
that you want
their honest
feedback--both
good and bad.
Prepare specific
questions. Ask
what they wish
they knew before
attending or
what they wish
they could
change.
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7
Request Local Interviews
Having trouble finding people
on your own?
You can contact the college
admissions office to find out if
you can interview a local
alumnus, a current student, or
a college representative.
However, these interviews will
likely be more of a two-way
street, meaning they might be
evaluating you as much as you
are evaluating them.
Learn more:
College Interviews: Practice
Questions & Strategies
Get the Most from Your
College Interviews

Best For

Showing interest
in a school and
getting personal
information.

Tip

Don't stress. I
know I did, but
looking back
there was no
need. Yes, you
want to be
prepared, but
remember the
goal is to learn.
Plus, it's unclear
how much
weight (if any) is
put on these
interviews.
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8
Get the Inside Scoop on Professors
Is it possible?! A school's quality
of instruction is a common
concern but many students and
parents don't have the ability to
attend tons of classes on every
campus they're interested in.

Best For

Luckily, RateMyProfessors has
you covered. You can search by
professors, schools, and
department.

Pay attention to
the number of
school ratings. If
there are only a
handful, realize
that it is
probably not
representative of
the whole
student body.
People are more
likely to rate
when they have
extreme
opinions (love it
or hate it.)

Plus, when you search for a
specific school, you get an
overview of 'How This School
Stacks Up' across student
happiness, safety, and more.
It's a great way to learn from
the students before you!

Seeing how other
students rate
their experience
and instruction.

Tip
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9
Leverage Databases
So. Much. Information.
But have no fear, databases are
here. These are great resources
to get a bird's eye view of many
colleges at once and compare
your options.
Here are a few to consider
checking out.
Niche (Check out its many
sub-databases categorized
by 'best student life', 'best
overall', 'best value', etc.!)
Big Future by CollegeBoard
Naviance (provided by many
high school programs)
This article on the Best
College Search Websites!

Best For
Aggregating
information
across many
schools.

Tip
We know
databases can be
overwhelming in
and of themselves,
so we're working
on a guide to make
them quick,
painless, and
effective. Go to our
website to learn
more!
Rule of thumb:
plan what you will
search for before
opening databases!
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10
Repurpose Your Existing Knowledge
Have you already visited any
colleges? Are there any local
colleges nearby?
Maybe they aren't the perfect
fit but you can still learn from
them!
1. Write a list of questions you
have about your preferences: do I
prefer a big or small school? Rural or
urban? Large or small classes?
2. Review schools you visited:
where did they fall in each category
and how did you find them?
3. Find local schools that will help
you learn more about your
preferences. Not sure about size?
Check out a big and small school
and compare your experience, etc.

Best For

Students who
already visited 1+
colleges or have
any nearby.

Tip
Teasing out one
variable can be
difficult as many
things impact your
experience of a
school.
Nevertheless, each
visit is a chance to
learn more about
your preferences.
Bring your list and
take notes to
compare later.
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11
BONUS: Be Social
Spend a lot of time on social
media?
Colleges and their students do
too and it can be an exciting
and entertaining way to learn
about college options!
Next, we'll review how to get an
inside look at colleges using:
1. Youtube
2. Facebook
3. Instagram
4. Snapchat
5. Twitter
6. Reddit

Best For
Students who
want a more
visual way to
learn about
potential
colleges and/or
students who
care about the
social dynamics
of a college.

Tip
The interactions
on social media
give you a feel
for what some
students think of
a college—and
who you might
meet there.
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11.1
YouTube
You can basically search
YouTube for anything. Before
you go down the rabbit hole
though, ask yourself what you
want to learn about.
Here are a few search ideas but
try to come up with at least two
more specific to your interests!
A day in the life of a [insert a
college] student...
[Insert college] student life...
Advice for [insert college]
freshman / students
Find out what students wish
they knew before attending
at GoBeyondtheBrochure

Best For

Students who
want to immerse
themselves in
the action.

Tip

Keep in mind
that colleges are
trying to get you
to apply. Take
everything with a
grain of salt and
check who
created or
uploaded the
video.
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11.2
Facebook
Thanks to its numerous pages,
groups, and users, parents and
students alike can learn plenty
from Facebook.
For example, you could:
Check out college Facebook
pages for helpful info
Join prospective student (or
parent) groups/pages where
you can ask questions and
learn from the community
Search Facebook for people
who go/went to colleges of
interest. You probably have
friends (or friends of friends)
who you can reach out to
and ask candid questions

Best For

Students who
want to connect
with people or
institutions and
ask questions.

Tip

Not all colleges
use pages or
groups, and some
are more active
than others.
Don't waste time
on inactive pages
but see if you can
message the
college on
messenger.
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11.3
Instagram
Sure, Instagram is notorious for
showing only one side of life
(the good one), but it can be
quite motivating! Plus, if you
care about campus beauty or
artistic programs offered at
colleges, it can be a great way
to check them out ahead of
time and see what students are
up to on campus!
Check out college Instagrams
Check out specific clubs,
sports, or programs you are
interested in
It's Instagram, so get
creative!

Best For

Seeing in and
around campus
and keeping up
with student life
highlights!

Tip

Again, if colleges
are always trying
to attract you,
Instagram is the
ultimate weapon.
Keep perspective
but enjoy the
wonderful things
each college has
to offer and don't
dismiss colleges
that aren't active
on Instagram.
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11.4
Snapchat
If you're looking for a quick
peek into college life, Snapchat
is a low-effort option (though it
is dependent on others' posts.)
Colleges, sports teams, and
clubs often have their own
snapchats that aggregate snaps
from other students and
groups on campus.
Check out college Snapchats
Check out specific clubs,
sports, or programs you are
interested in
Feel free to submit a snap
yourself as a prospective
student! You might be able
to connect with students
who can tell you more.

Best For
Quick peeks into
student life!

Tip

These posts are
curated, meaning
groups can
choose what to
post, so you see
what they want
you to see.
However, it's
worth noting that
someone made a
conscious
decision to post
or include certain
posts which
sheds light on the
school's culture.
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11.5
Twitter
Twitter can give you an
overview of college news and
how colleges address relevant
issues.
You can approach Twitter from
multiple angles depending on
what matters to you. You also
get real-time feedback and
dialogue between institutions,
students, parents, etc.
Follow college accounts
Follow relevant issues
related to college like
student debt to see how
colleges are responding
Try to get a balanced
perspective by reading both
the positive and negative
reactions to posts, news, etc.

Best For
Easily following
big events or
issues and
access live
dialogue.

Tip

For relevant
issues, it may be
worthwhile to dig
deeper than the
140-character
tweet--and it's
always
worthwhile to
tune into both the
good and bad of
a college you're
interested in.
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11.6
Reddit
You won't see many college-run
Reddit accounts, but you can
find helpful info and answers
from an invested community of
students and graduates.
Since it's easy to get
overwhelmed on Reddit, it's
best to go into it with specific
things to learn about or ask.
Check out college threads
Check out specific
club/group threads
Post questions to the
community

Best For
Asking questions
and campusspecific
highlights.

Tip

Go in with a
purpose and take
everything with a
grain of salt. Like
other social
media accounts,
recognize that the
individuals
posting do not
represent the
school.
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!!!
Conclusion
We hope you feel reassured that there are
numerous ways to feel out a college.
Remember, don’t try everything at
once. Follow these steps for an effective search:
1

Determine the 3-5 aspects of college life that will
contribute most to your experience.

2

Review the ‘Best For’ sections to find the most
relevant resources.

3

4

Select 2 of these resources to research your
college options.
Repeat as needed.

Like this? Learn how to conquer the college
search at onlinecollegeprepcourses.com.
Happy learning!
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